On the construction of complemented lattices  by Chen, C.C & Grätzer, G
K. I’. IXlworth’s classical result1 that every lattice can he c.mhedded in 
a uniquclv complemented lattice is well known but the proof itself is in- 
accessible to the general reader. The reason for this is a simple one: the pronf 
is too specialized, in the sense that a difficult machinery has to be developed 
for which no other application has htxm found. 
WC suggest that all the deeper results developed by Dilworth cm lx 
avoided. 
As the first step of the proof let us observe that it suffices to show that an 
at most uniquely complemented lattice L,, cm be embedded in a lattice JZ 
of the same type in such a way that 0 and 1 are preserved and such that each 
elcmml of L, has a complement in ill. 
The second step consists in appl!-ing a method of Dilworth (Theor-em 2.2. 
of I:C) for the descr-iption of the fret lattice L generated by a partialI> 
order-cd set obtained from L,, by adjoining an unordered set ‘3. 
Finally. if S is in one-to-one correspondence with the non-complcmentcd 
elements of L,, , then the method of singular elements used in the final step 
of Dilworth’s proof can be applied directly to yield a subset !If of I,, which 
is a lattice and which has the propertics rcquircd in the first step. 
‘I-he simplicity of this approach makes it possible to prove some far 
reaching generalizations. 
It should he emphasized that ne not only get the embedding theorem hut 
11.e also get the solution to the word problem in the free uniquely comple- 
mented lattice. as in I-C. 
* This research was supported by National Research Council of Canada. 
1 II. I’. Uilvmrth, Lattices with unique complements, Trans. Amer. Math. Sm. 
57 (1945), 123-l 54; this paper will he referred to as UC’. 
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2. &3UI,TS 
A lattice I, is called ot most utCylccly complett2eizted if every element off, has 
rrt most we complement; L is wziquely complemented if ever!- element has 
exactly 07le complement. 
Since ever\- lattice can be embedded into an at most uniquely complemented 
lattice, ‘I’hedrem 1 yields Dilworth’s result. 
I,et nt be a cardinal; a IatticeL is anllt~ronl~ZenlPtzted(resp., tit-romplenzented) 
lattice, if ever!- element of L, different from 0 and 1, has c.wct!y (rwp., 
nt most) m complements. 
'I'HEOREM 2. Let L be rrlz G-complemented lattice with incomparable 
complements (i.e. if b, c aye complements of a, then b ,: c implies b z c). Then 
I, can be embedded in an In-complemented lattice with 0 and 1 preserved. 
DEFINITIOK I. The lattice I, is the free In-complemented lattice on 11 
,getzerntors if it satisfies the following properties: 
(i) I, is an n-complemented lattice; 
(ii) L contains a subset G of cardinalit\: n such that the smallest 
sublattice of I, Lvhich is closed under complementation and which contains 
G is L; 
(iii) for any lwcomplemented lattice K, and for any map v of G 
(as given in (ii)) into K, there exists a lattice homomorphism p) of I, into K 
such that P, extends p and Lp: (the image of L under +), as a sublattice of K, 
is closed under complementation in K. 
THEOREM 3. For any (nott-zero) cardinals nt and 11, thefree llrPcomplemented 
Iattice on 11 generators exists and it is unique up to isomorphism. 
h special kind of (complemented) lattices, typified bq: the five element 
modular, non-distributive lattice, arc the homogeneous lattices: 
‘I’he lattice I, is called homogeneous if the relation a .- b; “n = b or (I is 
‘I complement of 6” is an equivalence relation. 
Xote that every lattice can bc embedded in a homogeneous lattice (bq 
adding a nea- 0 and a new 1) and that any sublattice of a homogeneous 
lattice, containing 0 and 1, is again homogeneous. 
'I'HEOREM 4. Every &complemented homoCgeneous lattice can be embedded 
in an Ilr--complemented homoC<Teneous lattice. 
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I3y adding the adjective “homogeneous” wherever necessary in the 
definition of “free nPcomplemented lattice on it generators,” we get the 
definition of “free homogeneous lwcomplemtv~ted luttice on It generators.” 
‘I’IMHWJI 5. Fo’os any jnwxero) cuvdinais 11t, tt, the free llt-romplemented 
Jlomogeneous lattice on It generators exists cud it is unique up to ison~oqVhi~. 
It may be of some interest to point out that the extensions of a map of the 
“generators” to a homomorphism is not unique (see Section 6). Thus the 
uniqueness statements in Theorems 3 and 5 are not as obvious as the unique- 
ness statement is for free algebras in the ordinary sense. 
3. A VARIANT ON A THEME BY DILWORTH 
Let L, be a lattice with 0 and 1; lattice operations will be denoted by 
v and A. Let S be a set disjoint to L, ; we make Q = L,, u S a partially 
ordered set by defining 
DEFINITION 2. Let S(Q, U, n) be the set of all finite sequences whose 
entries are elements of Q, and U, n, (,). The set P(Q) of (lattice) polynomials 
over Q is the smallest subset of S(Q, U, nj such that (i) Q C P(Q); (ii) if 
-4, B E P(Q), then (A u B), (.-I n B) i; P(Q). 
The parentheses will be omitted whenever there is no danger of confusion. 
DEFINITION 3. For some rl E P(Q) we detine the upper cover d of A 
as follows: (i) for A EL, ! A --m A; (ii) if ,4 == B,) u B, , then 2 exists iff B, 
and B, exist and A = i?, v 8, ; (iii) if .J := B, n B, , then d esists iff 
B, or B, exists; .,I 7. fi, A i?, if both exist, and A =: Bi if Bj (i +j) does 
not exist. Dually, we define 8 the lower cover of ,3. 
Renzarlz. Intuitively, B is the smallest element of L, containing A in 
the lattice freely generated by Q. Note that d and 4 are always in I;,, , and 
if both exist, then A 2 4. 
DEFINITIOK 4. Set A C B, for A, B E P(Q) if it follows from the rules 
(l)-(6) below: 
(1) A = B; 
(2) iii and B exist and A < B (in L,); 
(3) A = A, u A,, A, C B and A, C B; 
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(4) .-I -~= -do n ‘4, , -4” C B or -4, C B; 
(5) B = B,, u B, , -4 !Z B, or -4 i; R, ; 
(6) B ~ B,, n B, , 04 C B, and -4 5 IJ), . 
Set .4 --- B, if .4 L B and B ‘: -4. 
'1'lIEOREM .1. 7% relatiorl : is au eyuizalencc relation. For -3 E P(Q), 
let (-4 j denote the equivalence class containin;r -4, a~dputL {,-4 iz E P(Q):. 
Define j~A4, B: ijf .4 C B. This makes I, into a lattice. Identifying A t <) 
with c(L4 . zce hate Q CL; ilr fuct, I1 is the lattice.freely generated by Q. Finally, 
,i (vesp.. --I) is the largest (wsp., smallest) element oj- I,,) contained in (resp., 
rontainiug) _ 1, aud &I (wsp., +.I) exists if and OH!I- lf 0 : .-3 (resp. .! 1 j. 
l’his theorem is contained in Theorem 2.2 of UC if the cardinalit!; of S 
does not exceed the cardinality of I,,, Since the proof of Theorem 2.2 of I% 
applies without any essential change vve refer the reader to l’c’. 
It follows from Theorem A that (l)-(6) appl! to .: in 1,. Since there is 
no danger of confusion WC will wife .4 ,foF Q-4‘~. 
Let L,, , S. 0 and L be ginen as ill Section 3. Let C(L,,) denote the set of all 
two element sets {x, y]. such that .Y is a complement of y in L, . Let C1 denote an 
arbitrary set of two element sets (x, yi such that .Y + y, x, y E Q and if x EL, , 
then x +- 0, I and y $ I,,, (i.e. either .x, y E S, or x FL,, , s + 0, 1 and ~.a E S’? 
OS the symmetric case). 
DEFINITIOS 5. Call an clement .4 t L~oin-sin,$ar, if 1 . . . -4 or x, y : d 
for some rx, Tj E C; meet-singular, if A .’ - 0 or -4 .: _ x, y for some (x, y] c C. 
The element A is singular if it is either join-, or meet-singular. 
C’ompare this definition with Definition 4.1 of i’C. 
DEFINITION 6. The only component of .4 E Q is A. The components of 
.4 u B (resp. -4 n B) are A u B (resp. Atl n B) and the components of .q 
and B. 
Now we are ready to define a new lattice -‘II: 
M is the set of all those -4, 4 c I,, for which zd has no singular component, 
and two new elements u and u”. For these new elements the order is given 
by u -‘: A- :.;; ,” for all SE 111. For the other elements X < I’ in M if and 
only if-Y 1’ in L. 
C(M) = C(I,,,) u C’. 
l'wof. Let A, B E *U. \\‘e claim that .1 v 6’ : .4 U 11 if -4 U 11 is 
non-singular, and ;-I v B = u, otherwise. ‘1’0 prove this assume that 
=1 u B 6 /II, A, B -,L 11, Z. Since ,4 u B is the only component of 4 u H, 
that is not a component of .4 or B, vie get that -4 u B is singular. d u B 
cannot be meet-singular (because then .4, F: 6 AZ), thus Ad u B is join- 
singular. But then every c‘tl. with C‘ -4, C B, is also join-singular, 
hence such a C & M, and so u is the least upper bound of -4 and B. ‘This, 
and the dual argument shows that 31 is a lattice. Since -4 EI,,, , 4 +Z 0, 1 
is non-singular, vve have that I,,, I ,I!. ‘i’he argument given above shows 
that L,, is a sublattice. Similarly, S C Il. 
Now we come to the non-trivial part of the proof. Since I,,, is a sublattice 
of AZ with 0 and 1 preser\Ted, 
C(L,,) i C(M). 
Furthermore, if {X,JJ} E C’, then ,x v 3’ 11 and Y A y u” in M, thus 
c i- C(N). 
So we shall conclude the proof of the Basic Lemma, if we verify that 
s v 1 r -= 24, S A I’ = w” in AI imply {-I-, E’; t C(L,) u c. 
We can assume X, 1’ f U, z and then the statement can be rewritten as 
follows: 
If X u 1. and X n kT are singular, then fdY, Y) t C(L,,) U C. Since X U 1. 
can only- be join-singular and -Y n IT meet-singular, we have four MSC‘S to 
distinguish : 
1. I C S u I7 and X n I- C 0; 
2. 1 G S u Y and X n I’ C p,, , pr , with (p(, , p,} E C; 
3. t,) , t, C zY u 1’ and X n 1’ C 0, with {t, , tr) E C; 
4. t, , f, h S u Y and S n I’ C p, , pI , with {to , tr), {p, , p,] E C. 
Case 1. Since -X, IT t M, only (1) or (2) can be applied, and we get 
A\- u 1. -: 1 Uld .Y n IT ~: 0, 
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and since i\F U Y7 = X would imply X @ M and so on, \ve get 
Iyvy -1 an d x A J- = 0. 
Since S J, JF -: _Y, the non-existence of incomparable complements 
implies X == &( -->I), Y I( IV) and so {A-, 1-j E C(L,). 
Case 2. Again, we get J- v y -= 1. Let p, $L, . Since p1 ::; PO (in <j) and 
pr does not exist, therefore only (4) applies to S n 1. C p1 , hence Ay - /?r 
or I7 <I pr . Either will imply that p1 exists (since J c.xistsj a contradiction. 
Hence this case cannot occur. 
(‘ax 3. ‘l’his is the dual of Case 2. 
C‘ase 4. Let us assume that t, , p1 +L, . Then t, C S u I7 implies 
t, 5 S or t, C I-, and S n I’ L p, implies X C pi or I7 I p, . ‘lhus n-e have 
four subcases to consider. Since the whole situation is symmetric, it sufices 
to consider the following two cases. 
4.a. t, C X, X C: p1 , t,, C S u I’, S n I; _C p,, . ‘Then f, ‘Z pr , hence 
t1 = pl = ,I’. Thus t,, C t, u Y, t, n 1’ C p, . Tl’e can apply (2) or (5) to 
t,, c t, u I-, and in both cases we conclude that t, C I’. Similarly, t, n IF i p. 
leads to f’ C p,, . Hence condition (e) yields Y = t,, ~= P(, , (-y, 1’: 
{PO ) PA E c. 
4.13. t,cs, l~c:p,,t,~i~U)‘,SnYCp,. Since tr:+~,,,t,,$S 
(because t, C -y, t, C Would imply X $ M), (I) does not apply to f,, C SU Iv 
and (5) gives t,, Cr Y. Thus t, = p, = Y and we can continue as in 4.a. 
This concludes the proof of the Basic Lemma. 
5. ,‘PPLICATlOI’iS 
As a first application we prove Theorem 1. Let L, be an at most uniquely 
complemented lattice. Let N, be the set of all elements of L, that have no 
complements in L, ; let IV; = {x ! x E IV,,} be a set disjoint from L, , such 
that x ---f x’ is 1 - 1 and onto between AVO and IV,’ ; set S -2 -Vi and 
co = {{n, 72’) 1 n E 3~“). 
Since L, is a lattice with incomparable complements, and C, satisfies (y), 
the Basic Lemma gives a lattice L, , containing L, as a sublattice, with the 
same 0 and 1 as L,, , such that 
C(L,) = C(L,) u C” . 
Thus, L, is an at most uniquely complemented lattice and every x EL, has 
a complement in L, . 
13~ induction, we can construct i,,, , II = 1, 2,..., and then 
L = u (1% n :- 0, 1) 2,...) 
is Oh\-iously a uniquely complemented lattice as required in ‘l’heorem 1. 
‘The proof of Theorem 2 is quite similar to that of Theorem 1. Let L,, be 
an ti!~conlplemented lattice \vith incumparable complements. For ever!. 
Ii t I‘,, , (I -,.I- 0, I, choose a set S(a) such that for n 1; b, S(u) is disjoint 
from S(h) and from L,, . and for all a t L,, , o - 0, 1 
S(u) U (.v .\ is a complement of a in P,“i -=- 111 
This is possibie, since I,!- assumption ‘1.x s is a complement of a in L,,] ~ .. nt. 
Sow set 
&S u (,‘(u) (I t: L,, . a -c 0, 1) 
‘2nd 
(’ _ i,l v ,‘I \I. ,_ , .XEL ,,,‘U 10. I,~EJ(X”. y I, 
Then, again, the Basic Lemma yields a 0, 1 preserving extension I,, of L,, , 
such that 
( ‘(L,) L--C C(L,,) u C.‘. 
‘I’hcrefore, for 0 r; L,, , o -- 0, 1 
(x .s is a complement of a in L,; -: in, 
while ever! u E S is uniquely complemented in L, ; the elements u 6 L, u S 
have no complements. Thus I,, is an &complemented lattice. Since an! 
two elements of 5’ are incomparable, I,, is an tit-complemented lattice with 
incomparable complements. Now, WC can proceed as in the proof of 
Theorem 1, constructing L,, !Y I,, CL, C ... and I, = u (L, i 0, 1, 2 ,... ), 
thus completing the proof of Theorem 2. 
Next we prove Theorem 4. First, we note that every homogeneous lattice 
is a lattice with incomparable complements. Indeed, if L is not a lattice with 
incomparable complements, then L has elements a, b, c such that 6, c are 
complements of n and b r. But then b - a - c while b ,- c cannot hold, 
so I, is not homogeneous. 
Let L,) be a homogeneous lit-complemented Iattice with incomparable 
complements. For every n t I,, , n + 0, I, we again choose the set S(a) as 
in the proof of Theorem 2, with the only difference that S’(a) = S(b) if 
tl - b in I.,, . Then ne set 
(’ {f-v, j’) ( x EL,, , .x 75 0, I, F E S(.x) or x, y t S(z), .T + .y). 
The rest of the proof is identical with the proofs of ‘Theorems 1 and 2. 
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6. FREE ALGEBR.~S 
It is obvious that the lattice, constructed in Theorem A, is freely generated 
by Q, since two polynomials were made equivalent only if their equivalence 
followed from rules (l))(6), and each one of these rules follows from the 
lattice axioms. It is almost equally obvious that the construction given in the 
Basic Lemma is free. We only have to observ-e that AI is nothing but a 
convenient representation of L/O, i.e. the lattice L modulo the congruence 
relation 0, where 0 is the smallest congruence relation under which 
.L uy sz l(O), x n4’ = O(0). 
for all (x, yj E C. Indeed, it is easy to check that every polynomial is congruent 
to 0, 1 or a polynomial with no singular component and the rest follows. 
Using the equivalent definition of freeness we get the following statement: 
if g, is an arbitrary map of Q into a lattice K which preserves all existing 
joins and meets of pairs of elements of Q, and if (x, y} E C, then XT, yp) are 
complementary in K, then y can be extended to a homomorphism @ of 1%’ 
into K. This statement implies Theorems 3 and 5; we leave it to the reader 
to formalize the proof. 
To conclude the paper, vve would like to direct the reader’s attention to 
the curious nature of the free algebras discussed above. Let us take the 
simplest case: m = 2, i.c. free bicomplemented lattice L, say on n == K,, 
generator. It is easy to see thatL should be called “free”.L has X, “generators”, 
say x0 , x1 ,..., x,, ,..., and if we take any map 9 of these xi into any bicom- 
plemented lattice K, then p can be extended to a lattice homomorphism 9. 
Xloreover, if we can find tt, elements a, ,..., a,, ,... in K, such that K is the 
smallest bicomplemented lattice containing all the cli , then the map X, --f ai 
can be extended to a homomorphism of L onto K. In other words, 1, is 
a hicomplemented lattice and every “small enough” bicomplemented lattice 
is a homomorphic image of I,; and that is exactly what “free” should mean. 
However, this is not how “free” usually is defined. The uniqueness of the 
extension of v to a homomorphism (,E is alvvaps required. In this case, 9 is 
as far from being unique as possible. For instance, if K is chosen to be the 
five element modular, non-distributive lattice, then there are 2N~ extensions, 
which is maximal since 1 K /IL’ == 2N~. 
If nt < K, ) then free n-complemented lattices are special cases of “free 
Z-structures” introduced in a paper by the second author (Trans. Am. 
AIath. Sot. (1968)); free Z-structures are also unique up to isomorphism 
cvcn though the extension (rj may not be unique. The case m > K, shows 
that there arc cases not covered by free Z-structures when g is not unique, 
and the free algebra is unique up to isomorphism. It would be of considerable 
interest to find a concept of freeness covering all these cases. 
